Examples of the following are given: (i) complex spaces whose Carathéodory distances are not inner; (ii) a taut complex space that is not complete hyperbolic; (iii) a complex space that is complete hyperbolic mod A but not taut mod A; (iv) a bounded pseudoconvex domain that is not taut.
where the infimum is taken over all rectifiable curves y joining p to q. (We emphasize that these curves are continuous as maps into T; we assume nothing about continuity with respect to d.) We say that d is inner if d = d'.
A connected complex space X is finitely arcwise connected with respect to cx and dx. Moreover, it is easy to see that dx is inner [7, pp. 483^484]. In spite of his earlier assertion that cx is not always inner [7, p. 484], Kobayashi now asks whether this is true [8, Problem A. 5, p. 400] . In each of the following three examples, the distance cx is not inner. In the second example, X is a bounded domain of holomorphy; in the third, X is finitely compact with respect to cx (every closed ball with respect to cx is compact in X). Example 1.1. Fix 0 < r < 1,0 < s < I, and consider the Hartogsfigure X = D2 -{(z, w)\\z\ < r and \w\ > s) in C2. By the Cauchy integral formula, cx is the restriction of the Carathé-odory distance on the bidisk D2. Take p = (z0, w0) ED2 with |z0| > r and p(|w0|, s) > p(zQ, 0); let q = (-z0, wQ). A curve y = (yx, y2) joining p to q in X must go (a) under or (b) around the notch in the bidisk. If (a) holds, then |y,(i)| < r for some t; it follows that |y2(0l < s and
If (b) holds, then |ViC^)| > r for all f, and L(y) > K > cx(p, q), where AT is a constant depending only on |z0| and r. Thus
proving that cx is not inner. Example 1.2. Let X = M(D, V) be a domain of holomorphy as constructed by N. Sibony in [11] , where the sequence [an] is taken so that ax = -a2 = z0 and an ¥= 0 for all n. Every bounded holomorphic function on this proper subset of the bidisk D2 extends to a bounded holomorphic function on D2; it follows that cx is the restriction of the Carathéodory distance on the bidisk. By our choice of the sequence {a"), X is contained in a Hartogsfigure (as in Example 1.1) containing the disks {±z0} X D. Taking vv0, p, and q as in Example 1.1, we see that cx is not inner. Example 1.3. Since the inclusion is distance-decreasing, the connected (but reducible) analytic set X = {(z, w) G D2\w = 0 or w = z2} is finitely compact with respect to cx. Take/? = (1/2, 0) and q = (1/2, 1/4). Every curve joining p to q in X passes through 0; it follows that cx(p, q) > 2p(0,l/2). On the other hand, the definition of cx and the Schwarz lemma lead to the inequality cx(p, q) < 2p(0, 1/2). Thus cx is not inner.
The following modification of Kobayashi's question remains open. Problem A.5.a. If a bounded domain X is finitely compact with respect to cx, is cx inner?
We note that the topology defined by an inner distance is related to the topology used in its definition. (b) [9] If c'x is a distance, it induces the complex space topology on X.
Proof. One easily establishes the continuity of dx in case A' is a complex manifold; singularities can be handled using a Hironaka resolution. The continuity of c'x follows from that of dx; it can also be proved using a normal families argument. □ H. Wu [14, Theorem F, pp. 211-212] has proved that every taut domain in C is pseudoconvex. The following example, due to N. Kerzman [2] shows that the converse is false. In particular, it provides an example of a bounded domain of holomorphy in C2 that is not complete hyperbolic, answering [8, Problem A.6 (ii), p 400]. is pseudoconvex. Since u is not lower semicontinuous at 0, there exist a constant c and a sequence {a"} converging to 0 in D such that 0 < u(an) < c < u(0) for all n. Defining f"(w) = (a", e~cw), we obtain a sequence {/"} in Hol(Z), X) with lim/"(0) = (0, 0) G X but lim/"(exp(c -u(0))) = (0, exp(-t/(0))) G X.
It follows that X is not taut.
